Surface-Transfer Mass Spectrometry Imaging of Renal Tissue on Gold Nanoparticle Enhanced Target.
Renal cell carcinoma (RCC) accounts for several percent of all adult malignant tumor cases and is directly associated with over 120 thousand death cases worldwide annually. Therefore, there is a need for cancer biomarker tests and methods capable of discriminating between normal and malignant tissue. It is demonstrated that gold nanoparticle enhanced target (AuNPET), a nanoparticle-based, surface-assisted laser desorption/ionization (SALDI)-type mass spectrometric method for analysis and imaging, can differentiate between normal and cancerous renal tissue. Diglyceride DG(18:1/20:0)-sodium adduct and protonated octadecanamide ions were found to have greatly elevated intensities in cancerous part of analyzed tissue specimen. Compounds responsible for mentioned ions formation were pointed out as a potential clear cell RCC biomarkers. Their biological properties and localization on the tissue surface are also discussed. Potential application of presented results may also facilitate clinical decision making during surgery for large renal masses.